The Concept Study
The Concept Study is the segment of the
Math

Block

constructing

that

is

devoted

understanding

to

of

a

mathematical concept or idea. Thus,
Concept

Studies

prepared,

are

focused

discussions.

The

thoughtfully
community

architecture

of

a

Concept Study is typically a series of
expressions

combined

with

very

intentional questions that are meant to
lead learners from a mathematical
understanding with which they are quite
confident to new mathematical terrain
or perhaps a different vantage point by
which

to

survey

experienced.

terrain

previously

In other words, being

guided through a purposefully
formulated series of prompts, learners
make cognitive leaps that ultimately
result

in

new

or

deeper

math

knowledge. This is our way of pulling on
the

aforementioned

threads

-

the

mathematical ideas and knowledge
that learners have attained - and then
binding them together for learners to
fully grasp concepts. Figures 1 and 2 on
the following pages are examples of the
ways in which Concept Studies can be
structured in order to meet the aim of
building from or extending learners’
knowledge.

Concept
Studies are
thoughtfully
prepared,
focused
community
discussions
The Concept Study illustrated in Figure 1
shows a teacher’s intent to engage
learners
addition.

in

a discussion concerning
For the purpose of this

discussion, the teacher has defined
addition

as

combining

Defining

addition

in

like

this

terms.

way,

the

teacher has in essence conceptualized
addition.

Learners

are

being

pressed

to

recognize addition as an idea rather
than a mere operation: something
that one does, a function, or a
purely algorithmic process. In order
to help learners construct addition as
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the concept of combining like terms,

the number forms are inconsequential

the teacher provides a series of cues or

with regard to the actual concept of

prompts. Each prompt is an additive

addition.

expression containing terms that are

that the teacher seeks to help learners

presented in common fraction form,

build upon to conceptualize addition as

standard decimal form, or algebraically.

combining

The ideas or understandings

like

terms

are:

additive

association - changing the order by
By varying the number forms in the

which

terms

are

expressions, it is clear that the teacher is

additive

attempting to press the learners to

principle - if the value of a is equivalent

leverage ideas that are applicable

to the value of b, then b can replace or

regardless of the number forms. In other

be substituted for a in an expression.

series

-

combined
and

in

an

substitution

words, the learners should realize that
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Applying these understandings, learners
read expressions with the intent of

Figure 2 is an illustration of a Concept

identifying

Study in which a teacher attempts to

the

terms,

determining

whether there are terms that are alike,

help learners leverage certain

associating to combine the like terms,

understandings related to division in

and/or substituting a term for a specific

order for the learners to divide with

equivalent in order to create like terms.

polynomials. With learners already

In this way, addition expressions are

understanding 13/12 , for example, as

actually

equivalent to 11/12 by the following

problems or situations that

require learners to think as opposed to

logic:

rotely applying a specific algorithm.
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● 13/12 = 13(1/12) → definition of division
1

1

● 13( /12) = (12 + 1)( /12) → substitution
1

1

1

● (12 + 1)( /12) = 12( /12) + 1( /12 ) →
distribution
● 12(1/12) + 1(1/12 ) = 11/12 → substitution
Learners will use the various prompts to
connect and transfer these
understandings to expressions such as,

arguments. We invite, encourage,
and coach learners to
communicate and grapple with
conflicting claims and counter
arguments. In this way, we normalize
the messiness of learning. We
recognize that struggle is indeed
intrinsic to learning; thus, we

x+7

embrace struggle. And being a

Figure 2. Thus, learners will know, by the

mediator of the discourse, the

same logic or pulling on the same

teacher may ask the band whether

threads, that:

they agree with the argument. If

/x+5 , an expression also included in

anyone disagrees, the teacher or a
●

x+7

1

/x+5 = x+7 ( /x+5 ) → definition of division

● x+7 (1/x+5 ) = ((x + 5) + 2)(1/x+5 ) →
substitution and additive association
● ((x + 5) + 2)(1/x+5 )= x+5/x+5 + 2/x+5 → distribution
●

x+5

/x+5 + 2/x+5 = 1 + 2/x+5 → substitution

member of the band will ask for
evidence or reasoning that supports
the counterclaim. In this way, we
normalize the messiness of learning.
We recognize that struggle is indeed

During Concept Studies, as in every

intrinsic to learning; thus, we

aspect of the Math Block, questions

embrace struggle.

provide scaffolding; the teacher
does not “show” or “tell” learners
what they must do. And not
Concept Studies facilitate discourse
intended to create new knowledge,
understanding, and experience,
building upon the prior knowledge,
understanding, and experience of
those in the conversation.
When our learners are engaged in
discourse, they formulate,
communicate, and critically assess
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